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HOW TO CHOOSE A LOGO

As a small business owner, you appreciate the importance of standing out and making a
lasting ﬁrst impression. An impactful and recognizable logo helps people remember your
company. But choosing the right one can be challenging. Just narrowing down your favorite
fonts can be overwhelming. So, with that in mind, we’ve drafted in expert help to offer you
some practical advice. Here are her top tips to help you get the right logo for your business.

UNDERSTAND THE PURPOSE OF YOUR LOGO
Your logo acts as a visual representation of what your
company does while helping existing and potential
customers recognize your business.
Characteristics of an effective logo:
1. Symbolizes your business values
2. Increases credibility in the eyes of customers
3. Serves as a visual keepsake for customers

IF YOU’RE STARTING A BUSINESS
Don’t worry what your startup logo looks like just yet.
Instead, ask yourself what you want people to feel when they ﬁrst encounter your company.
Consider the words they would use to describe using your products or services. These words
are the essence of your business.
Then you can associate those words or feelings with a look and feel. Think of this initial part
as the foundation you´ll build your logo around. It’s important to create a list of business
attributes to give you a clear communication goal.
Let’s use a spa as an example:
You go to a spa to relax and rejuvenate. These associations need to come through visually so
that people get a sense of how they’ll feel relaxing at the spa just by looking at your logo.
Think of some of the words associated with a spa. Close your eyes and imagine you’re there
relaxing. What words best sum up your daydream: Calm? Tranquil? Relaxing?
Clean and simple design elements and text treatments would best represent those attributes. The lotus ﬂower is a popular symbol for spas for its cultural associations with purity,
beauty and rebirth. It could be coupled with a simple serif font to convey that sense of calm.
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On the other hand, if you’re a mechanic, you might want to communicate that you’re practical, hardworking and reliable. How would you visualize these qualities?
You might opt for something vintage and rustic that includes the tools of your trade like a
wrench or oil can. These visual clues both communicate that you get your hands dirty ﬁxing
cars. They´re also easy to recognize and associate with a service.
If you describe your style as bold and colorful, those attributes should come across in your
logo. Look at other businesses with a similar style to get a feel for what works.What colors do
they employ to communicate those attributes?

USE A COLOR THAT ADDS TO THE FEELING YOU WANT TO CREATE
Every logo has to ﬁrst and foremost work in black & white. You can almost deﬁne a good logo
if it still stands ﬁrm looking atractive even if only in black & white.
You can then add color to be used for speciﬁc aplications or in speciﬁc contexts. This color - or
actually the selection of a few speciﬁc colors that you choose is not really only part of the logo,
but will be part of the language for your brand.

The subject of a typical emotional associations with colors is fascinating and complex, seeing
how they differ between cultures and cultural subgroups.
So many of the “color guides” you might ﬁnd online should be viewed with caution because
of that. The reading of a color totally changes just by being placed in combination with another color etc.
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As a more global general rule about color for your whole branding, we can suggest:
Lighter & brighter colors reﬂect something more young, fresh, light and easy. While
darker and deeper colors reﬂect something more established, traditional, stronger or
bolder.
If you want to create something
elegant and harmonic, maybe
go for more subtle colors as a
main tone ( greys, earth colors
etc) that has only one or two
“highlight colors ”
Meaning, the main base colors
are more muted greys for example but we add a strong red that
only gets used sparcely in speciﬁ spots.

If on the contrary you want to
create something youthfull &
playfull, adding many bold
“highlight colors” that play
together will do just the
trick.

Go back to the attributes you’ve noted down and think about how you want your customers to feel when they see your logo and Branding. Think about what you want your
logo to say and how color associations will affect your message.
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GET FAMILIAR WITH DIFFERENT TYPES OF LOGOS
There are three basic types of logos:
1. The ﬁrst is a text-only or wordmark identity, which is ideal if your business has a already
established reputation or uses a family name. They can also incorporate a little “play on
words” with the name of the company. Since it is very difﬁcult to create a “play on words”
when you dont know the name of the company, these kind of logos are usually custom
made and cannot be found as a ready-made logo option.

alterated font to create a “play on words”

Font only

2. The second type of logo consists of a monogram or lettermark, which use the ﬁrst letters
of the company name in a visual way. This combination provides both a visual representation of your company and a verbal recognition of your name.

3. The third type combines a symbol with words. The logo is often made up of a shape that
acts as a visual clue to a service or product, coupled with your company name. This type of
logo is the most recognizable and CAN be found as a ready made logo.
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MAKE YOUR LOGO VERSATILE
Knowing where people see and interact with your logo is crucially important.
If you own a coffee shop, you probably want your logo to go on your T-shirts as well as the
menus, ﬂyers, website and your Facebook page. It's also likely to be included on your
signage, so it needs to work in a variety of sizes.

If you work offsite as a landscaper, plumber or building contractor, you may want to advertise on the go by adding your logo to the side of your vehicle as a car door magnet or vinyl
decal. So, make sure all text is clear and easy to read. Even when your cruising along the
highway. Be sure to test the legibility of your logo from various distances.

I hope we have been able to give you some pointers what to look for when you choose your
logo.
Of course you can also ask us to help get together a small selection of logos from our gallery that we feel would work for your speciﬁc brand. Just drop us a line and tell us all about
your new venture.

Sandra from

YOUR URBANLOGO TEAM
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